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duced by the loadstone, that is polarity and inclina-
tion. Hence the name ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
"This fluid flows with the greatest quickness
from body to body, acts at a distance, and is reflected
by the mirror like light, and it is strengthened and
propagated by sound. There are animated bodies
which exercise an action directly opposite to Animal
Magnetism. Their presence alone is capable of
destroying the effects of Magnetism. This power is
also a positive power.
**By means of Animal Magnetism we can effect
an immediate cure of the nervous diseases, and a
mediate cure of all disorders; indeed, it explains the
action of the medicaments, and operates the crisis.
"The physician car; discover by magnetism the
manner of the most complicated diseases."
Mesmer had many disciples and ardent followers,
among whom were some of the ablest men of the day,
such as the Marquis of Puysegoro, Caullet de
Veaumorel, Petetin, Bergasse, Schelling, Von Hum-
boldt, Bitter, Treveranus, Walther, Hufeland,
Echenmayor, Nasse, Ness of Essenback, Francis
Bader-Kieser, and Jussifeu, the celebrated botanist.
A Commission of Inquiry was appointed by the
French Government. The report in the main con-
firmed the reality of the phenomena, But the whole
was conducted in an unsatisfactory manner. The
Commissioners could not agree among themselves as
to the basis upon which to begin their investigations.
They were, however, more or less agreed to this, that
Animal Magnetism was the last thing they would
give in to. Jusseu, the botanist already mentioned, a
member of the Commission, investigated the subject
for himself. He pronounced in favour of Animal
Magnetism, adducing a great number of facts in Its
support.
The French Revolution, rather than any mistakes
or vagaries of Mesmer, or the unfavourable report/of
the Commission of Louis XVI, eclipsed the, popu-
larity of Mesmerism in France for a time.

